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 Coming from the manicured lawns of suburban America, it was easy initially to get 
caught up in the trash lining the streets, the men armed with machine guns at the gas 
stations, and the Indy 500 style of driving that seemed incredibly popular amongst the 
Salvadorans. However, it took only our guide, Erika’s, welcome to refocus my eyes on the 
scenes that I saw blur by as Mario raced the traffic down the highway. The former 
pandemonium of color, murals, and people was replaced with a consistent hum of the 
vibrant culture and remnants of indigenous traditions that have transformed with the 
passing of the years and the balance of power within the country. While the posters and 
odes to Romero and the Kentucky Fried Chickens popping up seemingly on every other 
street told the tale of El Salvador’s history, through my interactions with the members of 
each project partner I was filled with an overwhelming hope for El Salvador’s future and 
the knowledge that I truly had met genuinely remarkable people. 

 Recovering from over a decade of civil war and the consortium of problems that 
have underscored much of El Salvador’s history, in sheer numbers the poverty, 
unemployment, and land inequity is absolutely overwhelming. Immediately my mind was 
racing with a combination of sympathy and a million crazy schemes to further the progress 
that has been made since the end of the civil war in 1992. After visiting FUSAMIDJ, the San 
Juan Community, and especially Mujer y Comunidad it became alarmingly clear to me that 
sympathy was what the Salvadorans wanted least of all, instead they wanted someone to 
listen. The project partner visits were tremendously humbling experiences leaving me 
deeply saddened and completely inspired all at the same time. During one of the all day 
visits with the women of Mujer y Comunidad we sat embroidering, as per usual with 
artistic activities I was having more than just a little trouble. Deeply amused by my 
clumsiness with the needle one of the women, Paula came over to help me get my hand 
unstuck for the second time, and as she nimbly sat attending to my knots she began a story 
I will never forget. Looking at her I saw in her deep wrinkles a universal grandmother, from 
her easy smile and infectious laugh it was absurd almost implausible to think that she had 
ever suffered through the horrors of war. In a combination of her broken English and my 
rudimentary Spanish she told me about her life and more about the co-op’s work, and as 
she finished she thanked me. Sensing my skepticism she simply added “for listening”. 
Through Erika and the other women we met at each project I came to understand the 
remarkable power of listening and was deeply inspired and astounded by the strength and 
the spirit of the Salvadoran people. Having already suffered so greatly instead of being 
disheartened by the gang violence and poverty, the Salvadoran people were invigorated to 
make a difference and ready to fight the greatest battle for progress in their country. 

 From the school children to the many people that greeted us with excited waves 
wherever we went, I learned more about strength of the human spirit than in all of my 
years of schooling. On one of my favorite and also most emotionally intense days, the visit 
to the University of Central America, Dean Bracklee walked us through the events of the 



civil war and the problems still plaguing El Salvador. In history classes and prior to the trip 
I learned that America was in involved in the civil war in alliance with the military, 
however, to the extent of the over $1 million each day in supplies and weapons, I was 
completely ignorant of until the talk. Later in the chapel of the university a mural 
representing the war depicted America in alliance with the Salvadoran army and the 
Catholic Church committing horrible atrocities against the Salvadoran people. Admittedly 
after those experiences at the university my mind was reeling overcome with anger and 
guilt about America’s contribution to the war effort. While in school time and time again I 
had learned of America’s interference not only in countries in Central America but 
throughout the world, the photographs we saw and the war stories that almost every 
Salvadoran adult carried on their conscious personalized the war, and it was difficult to 
reconcile with the knowledge of America’s involvement. However, I was even more amazed 
by the genuinely kind treatment that we as Americans received from every Salvadoran we 
encountered throughout our travels. Their tremendous hospitality and generosity even if 
they themselves were living in incredible poverty was truly touching. The beautiful 
scenery, delicious food, and warm temperatures certainly warrant all of the typical travel 
clichés, however El Salvador despite the tumult of its past for me came to be the 
hardworking, resilient, and hopeful spirit of its people and that in itself was a truly 
transformative experience.  


